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PV-series
Axial Piston Pump

Introduction

New type of swash plate and large servo piston with strong bias spring achieves fast response, reduce the noise due 
to active decompression of system at down stroke.

Nine pistons and new pre-compression technology (pre-compression filter volume) result in unbeaten low outlet flow 
pulsation.

Complete compensator program offers multiple controls.

Rigid and FEM-optimized body design for lowest noise level.

Thru-drive for 100% nominal torque.

Pump combination (multiple pumps) of same size and model and mouting interface for basically all metric or SAE 
mounting interfaces.

Wide application in automobile industrial, ships, forging machines, tire machines, injection moulding machine,machine 
tools, special-purpose machine.

Symbol



Technical Data
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Outlet port is on the top, the pipe pressure should be less than 2 bar.
The usage of max. Pressure for each circle never exceed 6 seconds. Please see the General Installation for hydraulic oil 
cleanliness manual.
THM offers tandem pump or other types of pump connection. The mouting has Metric and SAE dimensions.



Ordering details
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Ordering details
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Ordering details



Ordering details
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Ordering details
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Ordering details
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Pressure and Flow adjustment
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A0 Standard Pressure Compensator
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LN None pressure compensator (fixed displacement)(pressure protection required)
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LS Electrical 2-stage flow compensator (pressure protection required)
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LC fixed displacement 2-stage flow compensator (pressure protection required)
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GM remote pressure compensator with Ng6 interface
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GA remote pressure compensator + relief valve
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GJ remote pressure compensator + Proportional pressure valve
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GR remote pressure compensator + Electrical Unloading
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GB Remote pressure compensator + 2-stage pressure control
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GC remote pressure compensator + Electrical unloading + 2-stage pressure control
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HM Load-sensing compensator with NG6 interface
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HA Load-sensing compensator + Relief Valve
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HJ Load-sensing compensator + Proportional pressure valve
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HR Load-sensing compensator + Electrical unloading
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HB Load-sensing compensator +2-stage pressure control
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HC Load-sensing compensator + Electrical unloading + 2-stage pressure control
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HQ Load-sensing compensator + Proportional flow valve + Relief valve
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HK Load-sensing compensator + Proportional pressure valve + Proportional flow valve
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BQ None-stage flow compensator (Cylinder)
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VM 2-valve load-sensing compensator with NG6 interface
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VA 2-valve load-sensing compensator + Relief valve
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VJ 2-valve load-sensing compenssator + Proportional pressure valve
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VQ 2-valve load-sensing compensator + Proportional flow valve +Relief valve
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VK 2-valve load-sensing compensator + Proportional pressure valve + Proportional flow valve
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FV2-valve load-sensing compensator+High reacted proportional flow valve+flow feedback+Relief valve
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PV Series

FG 2-valve load-sensing compensator + High reacted proportional flow valve + Proportional pressure + Flow and Pressure
feed back
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PM Horse power compensator with NG6 interface
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PA Horse power compensator + Relief valve
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PJ Horse power Compensator + Proportional pressure valve
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PR Horse power compensator + Electrical unloading
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PH Horse power load-sensing compensator + Relief valve
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PQ Horse power load-sensing compensator + Proportional flow valve + Relief valve
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PS Horse power load-sensing compensator + Proportional pressure valve
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Horse power compensator, diagrams
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Horse power compensator, diagrams
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Noise diagrams
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Proportional flow performance
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Proportional flow performance
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Proportional flow performance



Proportional amplifier
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Proportional amplifier
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Efficiency and case drain flows
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Dimension
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Dimensions
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Dimensions
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Dimensions
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Dimensions
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Dimensions
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The specified data is for product description purposes only and may not be deemed to be guaranteed unless expressly confirmed in the contract.

          THM


